
Liliana Iuga and Vlad Badea, both of them from Cluj-Napoca, and Marius Drasovean from Bukarest in
Romania worked on this contribution. Liliana presents a History school book from 2006. Darius gives a
brief report about his research on secondary school books. He didn’t find any references to the
Chernobyl issue. Vlad finally presents three examples of History school books, where Chernobyl is
mentioned.

Liliana Iuga:

The Chernobyl Accident in History Textbooks from Romania

My observations regarding the covering of the Chernobyl accident in Romanian history
textbooks does not differ much from those of my colleagues. As far as I remembered, this topic was
never discussed during our classes in high-school, history courses included. I checked the textbooks I
was using in high-school (2000-2004), but I could not identify any mention about the event. The idea of
having “alternative textbooks” in Romania was understood as publishing five or six textbooks written by
groups of authors (usually history teachers or university professors) on the exactly same topics.
Naturally, the formulations were different, but the information provided did not differ too much in
content. The focus was generally on political history and international relations.

Among the textbooks available in the University Library in Cluj I could find two history textbooks
from 2006. Modern and contemporary history was studied in the 11th grade. And in one of them,
indeed, I could identify one sentence referring to the Chernobyl accident. The textbook is authored by



Anisoara Budici and it was published by Sigma Publishing House in 2006. Chapter two of the textbook,
entitled “The impact of technology on the environment”, mentions in one sentence the accident at the
NPP in Chernobyl. “The accident in Chernobyl (USSR) from 1986 made approximately 150,000 persons
die prematurely, while other thousands fell ill with thyroid cancer, cataract or became sterile.” (p. 52)
The sentence is aimed at being included into a broader discussion about pollution, and more specifically
about nuclear pollution. The approach is rather superficial, mentioning also that the risks of accidents (in
the case of NPP?-not clear) is reduced. From this one sentence, for me, as a reader, it is definitely not
clear what the accident in Chernobyl was about, who were the persons who died etc.

Although I did not realize it very much when I was a high-school student, this way of presenting
information in a very superficial manner in Romanian history textbooks is quite disturbing. The author
passes from one topic to another, discussing four substantially different types of pollution in one
paragraph. In my opinion, the end result is a messy mixture of everything and nothing, leaving the
student at best confused.

Marius Drasovean:

I focused my research on the secondary school history textbooks. I analyzed three textbooks form three
publishing houses: Corint, Humanitas and ALL. In none of them I couldn’t find information related with
the catastrophe from Chernobyl.
In these circumstances I looked over the secondary school curriculum for history. There is no explicit
mention about the fact that the catastrophe from Chernobyl has to be included in textbooks or among
the issues that should be taught during the history lesson.
I also had a short discussion with some secondary school history teachers and they told me that since
this kind of information is included in the last chapters of the history textbook usually they don’t cover
all the information because they are out of time and classes at the end of school year. They generally
focus within the last two chapters only on the “Fall of Communism” and “EU and NATO integration”.

Vlad Badea:

Lucky that during my four years of high school I participated in the History Olympiad (or whatever you
call it) and at the beginning of each year I bought all the history textbooks that were for sale.

So, in all the 8 history textbooks that currently exist on the market for the use of 11th grade teachers
and students, only in 3 of them I have found some mentions on Chernobyl.

There are no special chapters or lessons about Chernobyl, there are only few mentions of the accident
included in a chapter that deals with the impact of technology on the environment and the every-day
life. I've underlined those pieces of information that refer to Chernobyl.

The first file is from a textbook published by Sigma. The translation of the text: "The accident from
Chernobyl (USSR) in 1986 caused the death of approximately 150.000 people and the illness of other
thousands, with thyroid or eye cancer or sterility."

The second file is from a textbook published by Corint. Translation: "Even though technically it is
considered that nuclear power plants can be fully controlled, the accidents from Three Miles Island
(1979) and Chernobyl (1986) prove that peaceful use of atomic energy is not without danger."



The third file is from a textbook published by Humanitas. Translation: "Nuclear technology has major
risks for humanity, even with civil uses, as showed with the case of the nuclear reactor explosion from
Chernobyl in 1986."






